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To:  Trut Seekers 

 

From:  Hassan Fancy 

 

Re:  Patt rn: Unity without Coercive Uniformity 

 

Date:  August 5, 2019  

 

We attach the three (3) color-coded sections to the Ark (An Introduction). The work was first 

released, in part as attached, in November, 2018.    

 

The ARK is based upon pre-existing scriptural evidence including 107 algebraic letters 

forming one pattern with shape.  The scriptural evidence in same was conveyed by GOD 

through several Apostl  in 4 distinct Languages including Hebrew, Sanskrit, and 

Arabic.  The evidence is the basis of absolute Singularity or Divine Onene s on Trut , 

mathematics, physics, spirituality …   

 

It took about 10 years and 7 months to learn the scripture of five distinct “religions” and 

assemble the pre-existing evidence to reveal the Patt rn on GOD with GOD’ significant help.   

If a person holds any false racial, tribal, religious… prejudices GOD will frustrate the person’s 

understanding of the Ark to the degree of the prejudice. If you don’t hold such prejudices, but 

are terrible in math, you will still begin to understand and improve in math. To enjoy the 

consciousness on the nature of GOD through Patt rn, you should keep the following ten (10) 

points in mind: 

 

a) The Ark’s evidence is coded by color, shape, number and other things e.g. Green is 

referable to Hebrew revelation, blue is referable to  revelation, and burgundy is 

referable to Arabic revelation….  Every letter, word, number…is important and intra- 

connected to past Aposto and other evidence.       

      

b) The evidence in the Ark begins in the cover page, on the relationship between the 

22 single algebraic letters in chapter 119 of the Psalms in the Hebrew Bible (e.g. the 

Hebrew Aleph in English is “A”).  This evidence arose in or about 500 B.C.  

 

c) Psalm 119 was connected by GOD through Davi  (under the future 19th century math 

of Set Theory)1 to Surah-Verse 19:1. This Surah is entitled “Mary” and contains 

the most complex sequence of 5 letters. It was recited by Apostle Mu ammad in 

the 7th century.  There is a match on a digit by digit basis (under Set Theory) between 

                                                           
1  Numbers: The Language of Science, Dantzig, Tobias, (© 2005 Pearson Education Inc.) ("Language of 

Science") at pg. 7.  Note:  See the Preamble on The Evidence at pgs. 1, 3-4 and 10 on Set Theory and its discovery in 

1873 by G. Cantor "...with God's help".  Emphasis through color added herein.  
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the coordinates in Psalm 119 and Mary 19:1. This is the starting point of the whole 

pattern; it blossoms outward from this central area.  See Ark at page 6.     

 

d) There is one equation with five multi-lingual terms on the pattern to GOD… 

Alphabetical letters generally preceded numbers, and were used as quantified 

values.  This is an ancient form of mathematics is called Alphabetic Numeration. By 

example, the first sequence in the Quran is ALM and appears in Surah 2:1; the 

value of ALM with addition is as follows: A (1) + L (30) + M (40) = 71.  The single 

(non-sequential) letters corresponding to ALM in Hebrew have the same value.          
 

e) The Ark is constructed to cause the reader to reason on the details (e.g. 

correspondence in number between 119 and 19:1 under modern Set Theory).  One 

must also reason further in relationship such as between the letters at those same 

Hebrew-Arabic coordinates of at 119 and 19:1 as a function of Network Science.  

 

f) Observe, by example, that there is an Arabic Ain at 19:1 and there is also a Hebrew 

Ayin at 119.  The relationship exists: (i) in the coordinates to the coordinates of 

119●19:1; (ii) in the appearance of similar letters of Ayin ● Ain at those coordinates; 

and (iii) in the historical values of 70 to both letters of Ayin ● Ain.   

 

g) These Trut s are “seen” primarily by reason; not physical vision. Those who 

understand GOD or judge people or Trut  based upon outer characteristics such as 

the nguage of revelation; or nationality; or race; or money fail.  The journey in 

your Earthly life determines, your judgment in the after-life.                    

 

h) The above evidences Singula ity - the root of ultimate Trut  on Divinity but there 

are opposing forces to same in life. These forces are symbolically present in the Ark 

e.g. complexity in evidence such on Confucius’ addressing animal patterns in link 

with the alphabetic Patt rn or apparent typo in the Ark. 

 

i) There are, however, 6 primary points in the introduction and these are plainly set out 

on page 7 of the Ark. You will see here that GOD expressly testifies that “I am ‘A’” 

in Sanskrit and “I am the Alpha…” in .  God is not a racist, but many “religions” 

are or worse.2  Denial of the Imposs ble is a self-imposed disability.   
 

All the best to you, on your individually tailored journeys.3  

                                                           
2  The methodology used in the Ark was first simply applied to evidentiary networks in our 2008 textbook on 

law entitled “Demonstrative Advocacy” to constrain judicial bias e.g. racism.  I was an atheist at the time my publisher 

received the manuscript on the book in early 2008; before I visited Rome and saw the breathing face horror.  There is 

no exit, only choice of direction.  The Ark shows the path towards friendship with GOD.        

 
3  You will face obstacles from GOD but only those which you can bear with own growing inner strength. 


